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 Shelling and Clashes in the Yarmouk Camp in Damascus 

 Air Raids at the Vicinity of Khan Al Shieh camp and Heavy Machine Guns 

Target the Camp's Houses 

 A Released Detained Woman Confirms the Continuation of Detaining 

Palestinian Women 

 Palestinian Syrian Refugee Women still Suffering due to War 

 The AGPS Issues a Report that Monitors the Events of Al Aedein Camp in 

Homs 
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Recent Updates 

A Serbian newspaper published a report 

about accusations against "Mohammed 

Nabhan”, the Palestinian Ambassador 

in Serbia, for selling visas for 

immigrants to enter Serbia and then to 

Europe for 5,000 Euros, exploiting the 

good relationship between Serbia and 

the authority. 

 In details, 125 visas were granted 

during the first half of this year and the 

amount that had been levied is estimated at about (800,000 Euros) while 

the newspaper pointed out that investigations are ongoing to determine 

the details of this crime.  

The newspaper added that the ambassador is dealing with only VIP 

customers; in addition, the newspaper attributed the reason beyond not 

revealing the secret is that the ambassador’s partner in this crime is the 

owner of butcher shop Moussa Al- Bawaab.  

According to the newspaper, the Palestinian ambassador in Serbia was 

revealed in another scandal shortly when he was smuggling antiques and 

gifts to the Palestinian president and his family to decorate their palaces 

in the Jordanian capital Amman. 

 From his part, the Palestinian ambassador in Serbia (Mohammed 

Nabhan) denied, through his account on Facebook, all charges ensuring 
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the untruthfulness of the news published by the Serbian newspaper in 

which he described as "the yellow papers," and "scandals newspaper". 

He also added that "the ownership of this newspaper relates to ringer 

axel Springer Company located in Zurich, Switzerland, known as Media 

and public relations Company within the Zionist lobby in Europe, 

according to him. 

 

On the other hand, the regular army targeted the Yarmouk camp with a 

number of mortal shells and machine guns leaving no injuries, while 

violent clashes broke out between Palestinian armed groups on one hand 

and ISIS and Al-Nusra Front on the other hand. 

Confrontations centered in the court area and Rija yard, coincided with 

the bombing of the camp with a number of mortar shells and machine 

guns, with no injuries. 

ISIS continues imposing its control over 60% of the Yarmouk camp 

neighborhoods and lanes, while the Syrian regular army and the Popular 

Front - General Command groups continue imposing a tight siege on the 

Yarmouk camp for 876 days respectively. 
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 In Damascus suburb, warplanes launched six air raids on farms and 

areas surrounding Khan Al- Shieh camp coincided with clashes between 

Syrian opposition groups and the regular army alongside the affiliated 

groups. 

The Syrian regime forces targeted homes in Khan Al- Shieh camp in 

Damascus Suburb by anti- Shelka weapon causing material damages.  

A state of tension and fear prevailed among the residents due to the 

continuous shelling with explosive barrels and mortar shells that resulted 

in many casualties and injuries among civilians. 

Meanwhile, all roads connecting the camp and the neighboring regions 

are still closed except (Zakya - Khan Al- Shieh) road. 

In a different context, human rights activists talked about a female 

detainee released from one of the security branches known as "Palestine 

Branch" who witnessed that there are female detainees in the branch on 7 

November2015. 
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The detainees are: the Palestinian refugee "Amani Mohammed Hassan," 

from Sahnaya area in Damascus suburb, "Abeer Kassab Abu Khalifa 

"and her brother" Ibrahim "from the Yarmouk camp, "Safa Abu Abed 

"from Daraa camp, 60- year- old, "Aisha Mohammed "and her mother" 

Raheemah " who were arrested while returning from Lebanon, and " 

Rima SaleemMasria". 

The newspaper revealed that a detainee was released from Palestine 

Branch reported that the Palestinian refugee" Amina Om Shash, "a nurse 

from Khan Al- Shieh camp was transferred to Adra prison in Damascus 

suburb.  

The Palestinian Syrian refugee women are suffering during the events of 

war as others, since the Palestinian community in Syria was divided 

between 51% males and 49% females; she is the mother, sister, wife and 

therefore the widow and the missed or detainee’s wife or the detainee 

under the events of the war in Syria.  

Statistics of AGPS pointed out that 414 Palestinian female victims died 

due to shelling, sniping, and torture in Syrian prisons spread over all the 

Syrian area, as well as the group documented the names of 68 detainees 

in Syrian prisons in which the Syrian security still hiding their fate. 

The female Palestinian refugee witnessed all forms of torture in the 

Syrian regime's prisons. The group quoted a testimony for a Palestinian 

detainee reflecting the "criminal" practices of the Syrian security 

members with women in general and Palestinian women in particular 

starting from electrocution stealth, beating with whips, metal sticks and 
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being raped for more than ten times daily by different officers and jailers 

and to be pregnant then to abort as a result of beating. 

 AGPS documented the names of 35 Palestinian refugees who died under 

torture in the Syrian prisons; some of them were identified through the 

leaked images of the victims of torture, in addition to 37 Palestinian 

refugees were missed in and outside the Syrian territories.  A number of 

released said that they saw a number of missed Palestinian refugees in 

the Syrian prisons including children.  

Displacement and immigration from the Palestinian camps represents a 

significant burden on the Palestinian family in general and women in 

particular.  

Hundreds of families lost the only provider either by bombing, arrest, or 

death under torture. Women remained lonely now to face the difficult 

reality from the house rent to secure food with high prices in addition to 

the security tension in most outside and inside regions of Syria. 

 As well as, the migration of young Palestinians from Syria represented a 

significant imbalance in the Palestinian society in which spinsterhood 

rose among them which increased the burden of the Palestinian refugee. 

Activists pointed out that among the Syrian Palestinian refugees in 

Lebanon whom their number is about 45,000 there are about 3360 

families in which women are the provider after of the loss of the husband.  

As well as, AGPS documented 18 Palestinian refugees drowned during 

their way to the European countries to escape from the war in Syria. 
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 It is mentioned that the customs and traditions in some segments of the 

Palestinian society such as fear of contamination their reputation or 

"scandal" prevented many of the families to report about the 

disappearance of their daughters abducting, or assaulting them by 

someone from the conflicting parties in Syria making the documented 

numbers approximate. 

 

Action Group for Palestinians of Syria 

The AGPS issued a report entitled 

"Detained Camp," which monitors the 

most important events at Al Aedein 

camp in Homs, through an introduction 

about the camp, the demographic and 

urban changes, the living conditions of 

its residents, the statement of the 

number of documented victims and 

detainees with the AGPS, and the most 

important events that took place during 

the period observed. 

The search information was based on field reports mainly documented by 

the group through a network of correspondents, in addition to the 

testimonies of some activists and academics from the camp. 

You can download the electronic version of the report through the 

following link:  

http://actionpal.org.uk/ar/reports/special/acamp_under_arrest.pdf 

http://actionpal.org.uk/ar/reports/special/acamp_under_arrest.pdf
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Numbers and Statistics till 24/11/2015 

 At least 36,000 Palestinian Syrian refugees have reached Europe 

during the last 4 years. 

 The Yarmouk Camp: - Siege, imposed by the Regular Army and 

PFGC, continued for 876 days respectively. In addition, power 

cuts continued for more than 946 days, water was cut for 436 days 

respectively. The number of victims due to the siege has reached to 

184 victims.  

 Al Sbeina Camp: - Regular Army is still preventing the residents of 

the camp to return back to their houses for 737 days respectively. 

 Handarat Camp: - Residents have left the camp for 938 days after 

the Syrian Opposition Groups controlled it. 

 Dara’a Camp: - It is now almost 582 days without water and 70% 

of its buildings were demolished. 

 Jarmana, AL Saieda Zainab, Al Raml, Al Aedein Camps in Homs 

and Hamma: - A relatively quiet   situation in light of the economic 

crises. 

 Khan Al Sheih Camp: - Roads linking the camp to the city center 

are still closed except for Zakia- Khan Al Shieh road.  

 15,500 Palestinian Syrian refugees in Jordan, 45,000 Palestinian 

Syrian refugees in Lebanon, and 6,000 refugees in Egypt, 

according to the UNRWA's statistics till July 2015. 


